Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the sixth most commonly diagnosed cancer worldwide and its incidence is anticipated to increase further in the next decade^[@CR1]^. HCC continues to lead to unsatisfactory patient outcomes, even after curative treatment, because of its aggressive growth and high rates of recurrence and metastasis, which cause it to be the second most common cause of cancer death^[@CR2]^. Moreover, because early detection methods for HCC are ineffective, the implementation of preventive measures is of considerable importance^[@CR3]^.

Chemoprevention to reduce the risk of HCC is greatly appealing. Universal hepatitis B-virus (HBV) vaccination has substantially reduced the risk of HBV-associated HCC by decreasing the rate of new HBV infections^[@CR4]^. Furthermore, antiviral therapies are consistently effective in preventing or delaying HCC^[@CR5],[@CR6]^; however, their limited efficacy, dose-limiting side effects, high costs, and vulnerability to the emergence of drug-resistant mutants restrict their widespread use. Hence, there is a pressing need for new drugs that reduce the risk of HCC. Several medications commonly prescribed in primary practice, such as aspirin, have recently gained attention as promising protectors against HCC^[@CR7]^. These non-etiology-specific drugs are inexpensive, have favorable rates of adverse events, and might have several extra-hepatic benefits.

Aspirin, because of its antiplatelet effect due to cyclooxygenase (COX) inhibition, is frequently prescribed to decrease the risk of cardiovascular disease-related mortality. Because chronic inflammation plays a pivotal role in the pathogenesis of HCC, chemoprevention of HCC by aspirin has been suggested^[@CR8]^. Besides the inflammatory process, platelets have effects on immune modulation in the liver, facilitating immune-mediated liver injury and carcinogenesis^[@CR9]^. In a murine model of chronic hepatitis B, treatment with aspirin reduced hepatic inflammation, fibrosis, and HCC development^[@CR10]^.

A few epidemiologic studies investigated the effect of aspirin on the primary prevention of HCC, but the results were inconsistent^[@CR11]--[@CR13]^. Those studies, specifically designed to address effects of aspirin on HCC prevention, had major flaws: (i) too few HCC cases^[@CR14],[@CR15]^, (ii) the use of self-reporting to identify previous aspirin intake with only time point of exposure^[@CR12],[@CR13]^, (iii) no confirmation of dose-dependent or duration-dependent effects^[@CR12]^, and (iv) no consideration of potential confounders such as other putative agents (e.g., statin and metformin) and underlying liver disease (e.g., chronic viral hepatitis and/or liver cirrhosis)^[@CR12]^.

HCC is prevalent in East Asia, including Korea, where chronic HBV infection is endemic. To clarify the relationship between aspirin use and HCC risk in Korea, we performed a cohort study of a high-risk population using nationwide pharmaceutical claims data.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Demographic characteristics of the cohort {#Sec3}
-----------------------------------------

Of the 460,755 participants included in the final cohort, 14.1% used aspirin (≥30 Daily Defined Doses \[DDDs\]). Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} lists the demographics, medical conditions, and medication use of the study cohort stratified by aspirin use. The median age of the aspirin users and non-users was 58 and 49 years, respectively. Compared with the aspirin non-users, the aspirin users were more likely to have healthy habits (smoked or drankless and had more physical activity) but were generally at higher risk for HCC, because they were more obese, had higher blood pressure/serum glucose/serum cholesterol levels, and had more comorbidities.Table 1Characteristics of the study population by aspirin use.CharacteristicAll subjects (N = 460,755)Aspirin user (n = 64,782)Aspirin non-user (n = 395,973)No.%No.%No.%Age, years  40--49222,48148.2914,42822.27208,05352.54  50--59129,86628.1921,40233.04108,46427.39  60--6984,48118.3421,83033.7062,65115.82  ≥7023,9275.197,12210.9916,8054.24  Median (IQR)50 (44--59)58 (50--65)49 (44--57)Sex  Men247,00853.6133,23051.30213,77853.99  Women213,74746.3931,55248.70182,19546.01Body mass index, kg/m^2^  \<18.510,9132.378881.3710,0252.53  18.5--22.9161,18434.9815,63524.13145,54936.76  23--24.9127,69627.7117,62727.21110,06927.80  25--29.9147,82532.0827,17341.95120,65230.47  ≥3013,1372.853,4595.349,6782.44  Median(IQR)23.9 (22.0--25.8)24.8 (23.0--26.8)23.7 (21.9--25.7)Smoking status  Never320,10469.4747,75873.72272,34668.78  Former39,9908.685,7808.9234,2108.64  Current95,32520.6910,40316.0684,92221.45  N/A5,3361.168411.304,4951.14Alcohol consumption/week  None269,20358.4341,87564.64227,32857.41  \<1 drinks65,88614.307,44311.4958,44314.76  1--2 drinks74,64016.208,68813.4165,95216.66  ≥3 drinks48,30010.486,3189.7541,98210.60  N/A2,7260.594580.712,2680.57Physical activity/week  None241,82352.4833,82652.22207,99752.53  1--2116,94825.3814,36422.17102,58425.91  ≥398,02021.2715,94824.6282,07220.73  N/A3,9640.866440.993,3200.84Blood pressure category\*  Normal126,03127.359,17914.17116,85229.51  Prehypertension207,20044.9726,78541.35180,41545.56  Hypertension127,52427.6828,81844.4898,70624.93Fasting plasma glucose, mg/dL  \<100307,81366.8135,38854.63272,42568.80  100--125.9115,96725.1719,30929.8196,65824.41  ≥12636,9758.0210,08515.5726,8906.79Total cholesterol, mg/dL  \<200242,96652.7332,71350.50210,25353.10  200--239154,87633.6121,72133.53133,15533.63  ≥24062,91313.6510,34815.9752,56513.27  CCI^†^, mean (SD)1.55 (1.47)2.64 (1.79)1.37 (1.33)Socioeconomic status  Quartile1139,04030.1820,10331.03118,93730.04  Quartile2116,89325.3716,09724.85100,79625.46  Quartile3123,03426.7016,31125.18106,72326.95  Quartile481,78817.7512,27118.9469,51717.56Statin, DDD  \<30421,23591.4245,36170.02375,87494.92  30--36531,7016.8814,36322.1717,3384.38  \>3657,8191.705,0587.812,7610.70  Median^‡^ (IQR)140 (65--305)183 (81--376)108 (60--236)Metformin, DDD  \<30439,87295.4755,47185.63384,40197.08  30--36513,9483.036,0559.357,8931.99  \>3656,9351.513,2565.033,6790.93  Median^‡^ (IQR)233 (101--453)249 (114--468)221 (93--440)Non-aspirin NSAIDs, DDD  \<30347,18275.3541,17563.56306,00777.28  30--9076,14116.5314,04321.6862,09815.68  \>9037,4328.129,56414.7627,8687.04  Median^‡^ (IQR)61 (41--115)71 (44--146)59 (40--108)Aspirin, DDD  \<30395,97385.94---395,973100.00  30--36531,1886.7731,18848.14---  365--73013,7812.9913,78121.27---  ≥73019,8134.3019,81330.58---  Median^‡^ (IQR)390 (127--858)390 (127--858)---**Abbreviations:** IQR = interquartile range; CCI = Charlson comorbidity index; SD = standard deviation; DDD = defined daily dose; NSAIDs = non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs.^\*^Normal, SBP \< 120 mmHg and DBP \< 80 mmHg; prehypertension, 120 mmHg ≤ SBP \< 140 mmHg or 80 mmHg ≤ DBP \< 90 mmHg; hypertension, SBP ≥ 140 mmHg or DBP ≥ 90 mmHg.^†^Including acute myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, peripheral vascular disease, cerebral vascular accident, dementia, pulmonary disease, connective tissue disorder, peptic ulcer, liver disease, diabetes, diabetes complications, paraplegia, renal disease, severe liver disease, and HIV infection based on ICD-10 codes of hospital visits during years 2003 through 2006.^‡^The median prescribed number of DDDs for every study drug used (≥30 DDDs) in the cohort.

Aspirin use and HCC risk {#Sec4}
------------------------

There were 2,336 cases of HCC in the entire cohort during the observation period of 2,965,500 person-years; the overall incidence was 78.8 HCCs per 100,000 person-years (95% CI, 75.6--82.0). The HCC incidence was 76.2, 103.7, 88.1, and 87.5 among participants with aspirin use of \<30, 30--365, 365--730, and ≥730 DDDs, respectively (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). There was a dose-dependent relationship between aspirin use and the risk of HCC (*P* for trend = 0.002). The adjusted hazard ratios \[HRs\] (95% confidence intervals \[CIs\]) were 0.98 (0.84--1.15), 0.79 (0.62--1.00), and 0.75 (0.60--0.91) for individuals with aspirin use of 30--365, 365--730, and ≥730 DDDs, respectively. A propensity score matching analysis also revealed the similar result with original multivariate analysis (Supplemental Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). No difference in mortality between aspirin users and aspirin non-users was noted during the observation period (Supplemental Table [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).Table 2Incidence and HRs of HCC associated with aspirin use.Incidence rate of HCCRisk\* of HCCNo. of subjectsNo. of person-yearsNo. of HCCper 10^5^ person-years95% CIAdjusted HR95% CI*P* for trend  All subjects460,7552,965,5002,33678.7775.6482.03  Women213,7471,394,64269749.9846.4053.831  Men247,0081,570,8581,639104.3499.41109.51**2.171.952.41**Aspirin use  Non-user (\<30 DDDs)395,9732,565,1031,95476.1872.8779.631**0.002**  User (≥30 DDDs)64,782400,39738295.4186.30105.470.870.770.98  30--365 DDDs31,188192,907200103.6890.26119.090.980.841.15  365--730 DDDs13,78185,1437588.0970.25110.460.790.621.00  \>730 DDDs19,813122,34610787.4672.36105.70**0.750.600.91**Concurrent non-aspirin NSAID use (≥30 DDDs)  Neither325,1362,114,601166778.8375.1482.711  Aspirin only user (≥365 DDDs)22,046137,23712389.6375.11106.95**0.760.620.92**  Non-aspirin NSAID only user102,025643,41048775.6969.2682.72**0.810.730.91**  Both user11,54870,2535983.9865.07108.39**0.650.500.85Abbreviations:** HR = hazard ratio; HCC = hepatocellular carcinoma; DDD = defined daily dose; NSAIDs = non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; CI = confidence interval.^\*^Cox proportional hazards regression models were used to calculate the adjusted hazard rate ratios and two-sided 95% confidence intervals, with adjustment for age, sex, body mass index, health behaviors (cigarette smoking, alcohol consumption, and physical activity), concurrent medication, category of blood pressure, fasting plasma glucose and total cholesterol, socioeconomic status, and Charlson comorbidity index score.

To sight the potential contribution of the COX enzyme, we further analyzed the additive effects of aspirin use in combination with non-aspirin non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) use. In this analysis, individuals who used more than 365 DDDs of aspirin were considered aspirin users, considering both the robust effect of aspirin and the sufficient number of HCC cases for analysis. Compared with participants who used neither aspirin nor any other NSAID, users of aspirin only (HR, 0.76; 95% CI, 0.62--0.92) or of non-aspirin NSAIDs only (HR, 0.81; 95% CI, 0.73--0.91) had a reduced risk of developing HCC. The risk of developing HCC was far lower among participants who used both aspirin and other NSAIDs (HR, 0.65; 95% CI, 0.50--0.85).

In the sensitivity analysis, the shifting of the index date had little effect on the association between aspirin use and the incidence of HCC (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). The statistical significance might have depended on the follow-up duration, with a longer follow up more likely to result in statistical significance. Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows whether the effects of aspirin were significant when the data were stratified according to age, sex, and underlying liver disease. The protective effect of aspirin against HCC development was significant among males who had more than 365 DDDs of aspirin, participants younger than 60 years of age who had more than 365 DDDs of aspirin, and patients with viral hepatitis who had more than 730 DDDs of aspirin. Aspirin had no protective effect in patients with liver cirrhosis.Table 3Sensitivity analysis of adjusted\* HRs of aspirin use for risk reduction of hepatocellular carcinoma.No. of HCC/total subjects30--365 DDDs365--730 DDDs≥730 DDDsHR95% CIHR95% CIHR95% CI*Shifting the index date, year*  20052,938/480,1930.920.781.08**0.750.590.960.540.380.75**  2007 (main)2,336/460,7550.980.841.150.790.621.00**0.750.600.91**  20091,606/439,8650.890.741.081.030.811.31**0.780.640.94***Subgroup effect* Age, years  \<601,640/382,0130.990.801.21**0.630.440.910.660.480.90**  ≥60716/132,8531.040.831.311.030.751.410.890.681.18 Sex  Women697/235,7411.020.781.331.030.701.500.840.591.21  Men1,639/279,1250.970.801.17**0.690.510.930.710.550.91** Liver disease  No liver disease1,203/389,2561.190.961.460.840.591.181.020.781.34  Viral hepatitis773/31,5280.680.510.910.760.501.16**0.510.330.79**  Alcoholic or toxic liver disease461/40,7200.910.651.271.200.761.890.590.331.06  Liver cirrhosis or hepatic failure490/10,1740.880.641.210.710.431.180.780.501.20**Abbreviations:** HR = hazard ratio; DDD = defined daily dose; CI = confidence interval.^\*^Adjustment for age, sex, body mass index, health behaviors (cigarette smoking, alcohol consumption, and physical activity), concurrent medication, blood pressure category, fasting plasma glucose category, total cholesterol category, socioeconomic status, and Charlson comorbidity index score.

Discussion {#Sec5}
==========

To firmly establish the efficacy of aspirin against HCC, randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are needed. However, given the low incidence of HCC and the slow rate of progression to HCC in the general population, it would be logically and ethically questionable to perform an RCT focused primarily on that issue^[@CR7]^. Therefore, a well-designed, population-based cohort study, especially of a high-risk population, might be the best alternatives to address the question. In this large study with substantial duration, we found a dose-dependent association between aspirin use and the reduction of HCC risk, which was robust in the general population and in subpopulations including individuals who are young, are male, or have a history of viral hepatitis. Within patients with liver cirrhosis, we did not found any protective effect of aspirin.

Our study has a number of strengths, besides being conducted with large-scale, nationwide data from an area with a high HCC incidence. First, we used data collected prospectively. To avoid a "survivor bias" or an "immortal time bias", our follow up started at the same calendar date for aspirin users and non-users, and aspirin use was treated as a time-dependent variable in Cox proportional hazard ratio models. Further, to examine the effect of aspirin use after the index date, we performed sensitivity analyses with different time frames, which produced similar overall trends. Second, we used the DDD system together with data from the prescription database to reliably assess drug exposure. The DDD system has been validated by the World Organization Collaborating Center for Drug Statistics Methodology, the membership of which covers most of the world and represents a compromise among countries that recommend different indications and doses. In addition, we verified all hospital prescriptions based on visits to the pharmacy within 14 days of the date of issue, after which time the prescriptions would become invalid. Third, we directly investigated the association between aspirin use and HCC risk, stratified according to underlying liver disease.

The two previous cohort studies^[@CR12],[@CR13]^ that reported a preventive effect of aspirin on HCC development used questionnaire-based information about self-reported aspirin use and were subject to recall bias. Those studies did not report a cumulative dose-response relationship; the HCC risk reduction was similar between patients who reported monthly aspirin use and those who reported daily aspirin use^[@CR12]^. To complement that defect, Yang *et al*. conducted a nested case-control study using the prescription database from the UK's Clinical Practice Research Datalink^[@CR11]^. Possibly because of potential confounders such as underlying liver disease and the possible use of other drugs, they did not find any efficacy of aspirin for the reduction of HCC risk (HR, 1.11; 95% CI, 0.86--1.44)^[@CR11]^. The discrepancy between our results and those of that study^[@CR11]^ might be partially explained by the prevalence of chronic viral infection (6.8% in our study vs. 1.4% in the previous study). It is well known that chronic viral infection is the most crucial cause of HCC: the HCC risk is increased 5--100-fold with HBV infection and 15--20-fold with HCV infection^[@CR16]^.

The mechanism by which aspirin reduces HCC risk is not well understood. Aspirin may, however, differentially impact the risks of viral and non-viral hepatocarcinogenesis. Our study documents differential protective effects of aspirin according to the underlying liver disease. In the immune-mediated inflammatory process resulting from chronic viral hepatitis, platelets facilitate liver injury by promoting the accumulation of CD8^+^ T cells^[@CR17]^. Sitia *et al*. showed that aspirin reduced T-cell-mediated inflammation and HCC progression in an HBV transgenic mouse model of chronic immune-mediated liver disease; aspirin failed to produce the same protective effect in a non-immunologically mediated, toxin-induced model of HCC^[@CR10]^. Seemingly in line with our results are those of recent secondary prevention studies. Aspirin use was associated with better outcomes among patients with HBV-related HCC^[@CR18]^ but did not reduce the recurrence risk of all-cause HCC (HR, 0.82; 95% CI, 0.64--1.06)^[@CR19]^. Taken together, our findings highlight the need for future clinical trials to evaluate the impact of aspirin in patients with chronic viral hepatitis.

The finding that aspirin had no protective effect in patients with liver cirrhosis was unexpected, because the majority of HCC cases involve underlying viral cirrhosis. Aspirin does not appear to be effective for all individuals who have a high risk of developing HCC, considering that aspirin had no protective effect in elderly people despite the explicitly higher risk for HCC in that subpopulation (adjusted HR per 10 years, 1.25; 95% CI, 1.20--1.32; data not shown). A functionally inefficient, virus-specific CD8^+^ T-cell response causes continuous, low-level hepatocellular injury, which promotes hepatocellular proliferation and exposure to inflammatory mutagens^[@CR20]^. With the repair functions compromised, the repetitive inflammatory cycle of necrosis and regeneration is thought to trigger random genetic alterations, ultimately leading to HCC development^[@CR20]^. That cycle may happen less, however, under uncompromised conditions (e.g., immunosenescence)^[@CR21]^. In addition, the potential confounding of the data by the indication is of concern, but it would rather overestimate the association in this population. Because of the high risk of gastrointestinal bleeding, aspirin might be given less to patients with more progressed cirrhosis and HCC. Although a recent review pointed out that excessive bleeding in some patients with advanced cirrhosis might be a lesser risk factor than thrombosis^[@CR22]^, from the clinical perspective, aspirin prescription for patients with advanced liver disease should be minimized because of its diminished protective effect against HCC.

The inhibition of COX enzyme, especially COX-2, has been suggested as another potential mechanism to explain the chemoprotective effect of aspirin^[@CR23]^. A large body of basic evidence supports an inverse association of COX-2 inhibition with HCC development. Celecoxib, a selective COX-2 inhibitor, inhibited hepatocellular growth by potentiating apoptosis^[@CR24],[@CR25]^, which is similar to the effects of conventional NSAIDs^[@CR26]^. Epidemiologic studies of the association between the use of non-aspirin NSAIDs and the risk of HCC have been inconclusive, however^[@CR11]--[@CR14]^. In our study, subgroup analyses revealed that the combined use of non-aspirin NSAIDs and aspirin was related to greater reduction of HCC risk, which is comparable to the result of a study of HCC postoperative outcomes^[@CR18]^. Those suggest that aspirin has a chemopreventive mechanism that is distinct from those of other NSAIDs (i.e., an immunologic effect through anti-platelet properties).

Our results should be interpreted with caution. Efforts to advance from observational studies into clinical trials sometimes fail to reproduce associations^[@CR27]^. Our results do not necessarily signify that giving aspirin to patients will reduce their likelihood of developing HCC. A fundamental flaw in our observational study arises from the non-randomized allocation of aspirin. An imbalance in unobserved covariates between aspirin users and non-users could influence the results, although we fully adjusted statistically for all of the observed covariates. Individuals who consistently engage in beneficial activities (e.g., using aspirin daily to reduce cardiovascular disease) may have a number of characteristics distinguishing them from individuals who do not consistently engage in such activities. Additionally, only 65.3% of all eligible Koreans participate in national health examinations, which might limit the generalizability of our results because of selection bias. Another inherent limitation is that prescription databases do not contain information about over-the-counter (OTC) aspirin use. There is no evidence, however, of massive OTC purchases of aspirin in Korea, and one simulation study indicated that, under many circumstances, missed OTC exposure may not invalidate results based on prescription data^[@CR28]^. Finally, we could not assess clinical information about the treatment and extent of liver disease (i.e., the stage, viral load, and mutation), which could influence the risk of HCC.

In conclusion, long-term aspirin use may reduce the risk of HCC in patients with viral hepatitis. Our study was conducted with a unique cohort located where chronic viral hepatitis is common, using a large, longitudinal database containing complete prescription pharmaceutical information and health-examination data. Future RCTs and additional experimental studies are needed to clarify the mechanism linking aspirin use and HCC.

Methods {#Sec6}
=======

Data source and study population {#Sec7}
--------------------------------

We collected data from the medical insurance claims and biennial health examinations of a standardized cohort sampled from the Korean National Health Insurance Corporation (NHIC) claims database, which were provided for research purposes by the Korean NHIC with strict confidentiality guidelines.

Since 1995 in South Korea, the NHIC, the single insurer of the Korean public health-insurance sector, has provided compulsory universal health insurance covering all forms of health care services, in which 97% of the population is obliged to enroll. Clinics and hospitals submit claims for patient care; including electronic resources with demographic information, diagnoses, procedures, and prescriptions; to be reimbursed for 70% of the total medical costs. NHIC also provides biennial health examinations, conducted by medical staff at local hospitals, to individuals over 40 years of age. The NHIC databases have been used for epidemiologic research in the past, and the information about prescription use, diagnoses, and hospitalizations is of high quality^[@CR29]^.

From the NHIC records, we obtained the following information about individuals who were 40 years of age or older and went to the Korean national health-examination service at least once between January 1, 2002 and December 31, 2006 (N = 514,866): sex, date of birth, socioeconomic status based on average insurance premium per month, details on admissions and outpatient visits, and comorbid conditions. We also obtained information about patient prescriptions, including the names of drugs, dosage, duration, and total expenditure. We verified that patient actually received the drugs prescribed by cross checking pharmacy visits.

We selected the examination nearest to the index date (January 1, 2007) and extracted the following information: height, weight, blood pressure, self-reported health-related habits (tobacco use, alcohol consumption, and physical activity), and blood chemistries (serum glucose and total cholesterol). Blood chemistries were measured under fasting conditions using clinical laboratories with a standard procedure.

We excluded from the study cohort individuals (n = 53,786) who had been diagnosed with any cancer, indicated by the *International Classification of Diseases code--10th Revision* (ICD-10) "C" code, had a medical history of cancer according to health check-up survey data, died before the index date, or were missing any non-survey health check-up variables. We allowed a latent period of 1 year, excluding HCC cases within 1 year after the index date (n = 325). Thus, we selected a total of 460,755 participants for the final analysis. The study design and recruitment of participants are depicted in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 1Study design and recruitment of participants. **Abbreviations:** DDD, defined daily dose; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; NHIC, National Health Insurance Corporation. ^a^Using the claims database of the NHIC, including non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, statin, and metformin. ^b^From national health examinations, including smoking status, drinking habit, and physical activity. ^c^Patients with any cancer diagnosis with the ICD-10 "C" code, past medical history of cancer according to health-check survey data, or missing non-survey health check-up variables and those who died before the index date were excluded from the study.

The Institutional Review Board of Seoul National University Hospital (IRB number: E-1509--004--699) approved the study protocol. The ethics committee waived the need for participant consent, because the study involved routinely collected medical data that were anonymized at all stages, including during the data cleaning and statistical analysis. The methods were carried out in accordance with the relevant guidelines and regulations.

Data collection {#Sec8}
---------------

We observed the participants from the index date until December 31, 2013. The primary outcome was a newly diagnosis of HCC, represented by the ICD-10 code in the nationwide claims database. To reduce the effects of coding errors in the database, we defined HCC cases as those in which patients who visited the hospital at least once and received ICD-10 code "C220" met any of the following additional criteria: (i) made at least three outpatient visits associated with code "C220", (ii) had a 3 or more days of admission with code "C220", (iii) received radiation therapy, systemic chemotherapy, or therapy without chemotherapy or radiation claimed via Korean Diagnosis-Related Group (HDRG) code "H61-Malignacy of Liver", (iv) died of causes related to code "C220". In cases meeting those criteria, the first date of diagnosis under code "C220" was defined as the date of the event. The validity of using claims codes of the NHIC dataset for HCC as compared with the Korea Central Cancer Registry has been tested through comparing incidence rates. The accuracy of the HCC incidence in the NHIC dataset is above 95%^[@CR30]^. Cases that met the criteria but involved a diagnosis of any other cancer prior to the date of the event were not considered HCC cases for the purpose of our analysis.

We extracted from the data all exposures and covariates recorded during the 5 years prior to the index date. The primary exposure of interest was the cumulative use of aspirin. We gathered data pertaining to aspirin prescriptions such as the date of the prescription, the daily dose, the number of days supplied, and the number of pills. We collected similar information about prescriptions for non-aspirin NSAIDs, statins, and metformin, which might influence the risk of HCC. To indicate the drug exposure, we used the DDD system, which assumes the average daily maintenance dose of an individual drug used for the drug's main indication in adults. The DDD is a unit of measurement; it does not indicate a recommended dose or a real dose. We calculated the average daily dose (in units of DDD per day) of each prescription dispensed, weighted by the intended duration of each prescription. To examine the dose-response relationship, we categorized the cumulative aspirin use during the 5 years prior to the index date into four groups (\<30, 30--365, 365--730, and \>730 DDDs). We also categorized other drugs based on their median DDD, as appropriate. Patients who used less than 30 DDDs of a given drug were defined as non-users.

We expressed comorbid conditions as a Charlson comorbidity score, which was derived from ICD-10 codes in the claims database, using the sum of the weighted scores of all comorbidities (e.g., cardiovascular disease, pulmonary disease, renal disease, and liver disease, etc.)^[@CR31]^.

We calculated body mass index (BMI) as the weight divided by the adult height squared (kg/m^2^). For analysis, we classified the participants into the following categories: BMI (\<18.5, 18.6--22.9, 23--24.9, 25--29.9, or ≥30 kg/m^2^); blood pressure (normal, prehypertension, or hypertension); fasting glucose level (\<100, 100--125.9, or ≥126 mg/dL or history of diabetes); cholesterol level (\<200, 200--239, or ≥240 mg/dL or history of hyperlipidemia); frequency of physical activity (none, 1--2, or ≥3 times/week); smoking status (never, former, or current smoker); frequency of alcohol drinking (none, \<1, 1--2, or ≥3 times/week).

Statistical analysis {#Sec9}
--------------------

We calculated the incidence per 100,000 person-years by dividing the number of HCC events by the total number of person-years at risk and multiplying the result by 100,000. We calculated the 95% CI assuming a Poisson distribution.

We used Cox proportional hazards models to estimate the HRs and 95% CIs of HCC development with or without aspirin use. We calculated the accumulated person-years of risk, beginning with the index date and ending with the date of HCC diagnosis, diagnosis of any other cancer, death, or December 31, 2013, whichever came first---HCC diagnosis was the primary endpoint. To investigate the independent effect of aspirin on HCC risk, we conducted multivariable survival analyses using the Breslow method after adjusting for all potential confounders such as demographics, health risk behaviors, concurrent medications, and medical conditions. Furthermore, for a more unbiased result, we created a 1:1 propensity score matched cohort to compare the risk of HCC between aspirin users and aspirin non-users using the following covariates: age, sex, BMI, cigarette smoking, alcohol consumption, physical activity, blood pressure, fasting plasma glucose, Charlson comorbidity index, statin use, and metformin use.

Because drug consumption after the index date might confound the results, we performed a sensitivity analysis, shifting the index date forwards and backwards. We also conducted subgroup analyses stratified by age, sex, and underlying liver disease; in the stratified multivariable analyses, the association between aspirin use and the risk of HCC was reexamined in different subgroups. All analyses were performed using the STATA statistical software (version 11.0 for Windows; STATA Corp., Inc.). All statistical test results were considered statistically significant when two-tailed *p*-values were \< 0.05.
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